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THE CALCULATED PERFOR.MANTCEOF AIRPLANESEQUIPPEDW’rm
SUPERCHARGING ENGINES.

By E. C. KEMBLE, Harn-ard University.

PART I.

THE CALCULATION OF PERFORMANCE CURVES FOR AN AIRPIXNE ENGLW FITTED
WITH A SUPERCHARGING CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR.

—

RESUME PART 1.

The folIowing report was prepared by Mr. E. C. I.Iemble at the requesfi of the NationalAdvisory
Committee for Aeronautics and covers the theoretical discussion of the. perfornmnce of an airpkme
as affected by the use of a supercharging engine, and also includes a -rer-y thorough discussion
of the respective merits of the different types of superchargers that. me com=idered.

The power developed by an aircraft engine under any given external conditions can be
computed approximately if the ~ormal power at the given speed is multiplied by appropriate
temperature wd pressure correction factors.

The temperature correction factor is given by equation (1), which is taken from Report
Xo. 45.

‘iTheu the intake and exhaust pressures are equal, it is best to use an equation based on
the work of Repor~ No. 46 for the pressure correction factor.

For unequal intake and exhaust pressures, the correction factor for a sgall range of values
may be taken from figure 2, which is copied from Report N-o. 45.

The temperature rise in the compressor, -ivhich has an important part in determining the
power output of the engine, can easily be computed when the pressure ratio, the shaft efficiency,
and the heat “radiated” per pound of air ti~ the compressor and discharge pipe are knom.
T-!nrler tvpical conditions, with the compressor exposed to the fdl force of the propeller slip.
stream, the computed -due of the ratio of the actual temperature rise to the tiheoretiwd rise
without heat “radiation” is 0.S64.

The efficiency of the compressor am{ the power -which it absorbs depend on the quantity
of air htirded per unit time. It therefore becomes necessary to discuss the -t-ariation of the
volumetric efficiency of the engine with the intake temperature and the exhaust back pressure.

It is resumed that the compressor is designed for operation at. a certain normal altitude
and normal speed. The calculation of the net horsepower amilable at the propelIer under these
normal conditions is particularly simple. In a numerical example it is assumed that the Liberty
engine is fitted ~th a gear-driven compressor designed to furnish sea-level carburetor pressure

at IS ,000feet and an engine speed of 1,700 re~olutions per minute. The shaft. efficiency of the
compressor is ~~sumed to be 64 per cent. The computed horsepower is 371.

In calculating the po-iver of anen.gineequipped ~ith a tnrbiue-drivencompressor, it is assumed
that the. back pressure created by the turbine is equal to the increase in the carburetor pressure
produced by the bkmer. The computed power to be expected from a Liberty enbtie fitted
with a turbine-driven supereh arger under the conditions of the preceding problem is 394.

In laying out. performance curves showing the power to be expected from an_engine-com-
pressor unit at various speeds am-l altitudes, the variation in the efEciency of the compressor
should be taken into account. The computation is somewhat inrolved, but can be carried
through graphically.
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Figure 11 shows comparative performance curves evaluated in this manner for the turbinc-
driven cu.mpressor, the gear-driven cotnpmssorj and for the engine operating without the corn-
pr~wor. The curves for the gwm-ch-iven installation me not carried to the highest altitudes
on accoun~ of’ lack of data regarding the pressure correction coeflcient for very low exhaus~
pressures. In carrying the computation through it was assumed that the maximum safe speed
of the compressor was that, requirecl to give sea-level carburetor pressure to the engine at 18,000
feet when the crank-shaft speed was 1,700 revolutions per minute.

Curves showing the relative fuel consumption at. different speccls and altitudes are easily
obt~ined if it is assumed that the carburetor of the engine is adjusted for maximum power.

(Cf. fig. 13.) They show an increase of about 20 per cent in the fuel cconon~y at normal speed
and an altitude of 20,000,feet. An even larger gain is to be expected in practice as a rcsul t of
avoiding carburetor troubles due to the lo~~ temperatures which prevail at. great altitudes.

L INTRODUCTION,

This report is the outgrowth of a set of ca~culations made during the war on the probaMe
performance characteristics of an airplane whose engine is equipped with a supercharging
compressor of the gear-driven type. The discussion is here extended to the case of the t.urbino-
driven type of compressor on the basis of the rough empirical ruIe that the exhaust hack pressure
created by the turbine is eciual to the-rise in the intake pressure due to the compressor.

The purpose of the report is twofold. It aims, in the first place, LOoutline ~ method of
predicting the probable performance curves of an airplane fitted with a supercharging centrifugal
compressor, and in the second place to apply this method to the case of u typical modern air-
plane in order to determine, as nearly as possible with the somewhat. me~:er data now availfiblej
the gains which the use of a superchtirger may be expected to bring in the near future.

Part I of the report is devoted exclusively to the discussion of the performance of the enginc-
compressor unit itself. This part is itself separable into two main divisions. In the first of these
only so much of the theory is taken up as is necessary for the evaluation of the power which
the’ engine and supercharger will deliver under the conditions for -which the latter is designed,
In the second division the variation in the efficiency of the compressor is considered, and a scmi-
graphical method of laying out performance curves for all speeds and altitudes is evolved.

,

.2 POWER DEVELOPED BY ENGINE WITH KNOWN INTAKE PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE.

The computtition of Lbe power developed at various altitudes by am airplaue engine op~r-
ating with or without a supercharging compressor is gretitly facilitated by the results of recent
tests made at the Bureau of Standards and embodied in Reports hTo. 45 and No. 46 of the -
NationaI Aclvisory Comrnittce for Aeronautics.

The power developed by an airplane engine at any given speed depends on three cxtwnally
variable quantities, viz, the ttimperat ure of the air entering the carburetor (int akc tempera-
ture), the pressure of the air entering the carburetor (intake pressure), and the exhaust pressure.
The variution in the power delivered by an engine wit,h each of these quantities lMS l.men
studied in the. tests cited above.

In order to determine from. the horsepower observed at the temperature to (F.) the horse-
power to be expected at the temperature t, we multiply by the correction f%ctor.’

(1)

Wherever the intake and exhaust pressures of an engine are equal, the following formula
may be used to determine the variation of the power with variation in the common value of
these two pressures:

H,P.
[1

=1–+, l–g .
‘P= (H. P.),, -

(2)

1CL Raport No. 45, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1923,Part 3.
—— — ,.

It is unhtunately mwssary to use the above factor for tem-
peratures outside the range of its experimental verification.
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Here p is the intake and e.xhanst pressure in centimeters of mercury; ~z, and (El. F’.)T, are
respecti~ely the mechanical eflicieucy and the brake horsepower at 76 cm.2 The above equation
folIows directly from two h.ypot.heses strongly supported by Report No. 46? m, (a) that the
friction horsepower is independent of the intake and exhaust pressures, and (b) that the indi-
cated indicated horsepower is directly proportional to the pressure at constant tem’peratnre.
Fi=-e 1 shows rP plotted against p in accordance tith (2) for three different I-alues of the
mechanical efficiency.

The experiments of Moss? show khat when wcentrifugal compressor is driven by an exhaust
gas turbine of careful design, the pressure rise generated by the compressor under the best
conditions is approximately equal to the back pressure created b-y the turbine. In order to
a~oid excessi~e ‘complication in the calcul.%tions it will be as=med thoughout this report that
the intake and exhaust pressures of an engine fitted -with a twbine dri~en compressor are always
equal. In adopting this rough assumption me admitted~y o~eresttiate somewhat the per-
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formance to be expected under conditions vihich deparh from the normal. In the writer’s
opinion, however, the error involved is of a minor character.

In the case of a gear-dri~en compressor, On the other hand, the engine-exhaust pressure is
less than the cmburetor presswe, ~d the grOSS power output of the engtie depends On this
pressure difference M well M on the carburetor pressure. In dealing with a problem of this type
ll=me 2 may be used. This diagram, which is taken from Report No. 45,5 shows values of the
ratio Rp of tthe horsepower de~eloped -with any given cmburet,or and exhaust pressures tO the
horsepower de~eloped -when the two pressures are each 76 cm of mercury. It is based ORte-sk
of a E&pano-suiza 15@horsepower ergine with a compression ratio 5.3 to 1 at, 1,500re~oluiions
per minute. At th~ speed the enghe in question has mechanical efficiency of 92 per cent.
Strictly speaking this set of cum-es is applicable onIy to engines ha~-ing the same compression
ratio and mechanica~ eficiency, but, in defauIt of better information, it may be used as a first
approtiat ion for engines of other compression ratios and other mechanical efficiencies. It fl
be observed that the wiriatiou of rP (fig. 1) -with the mechanical efficie~cy for equal carburetor
and exhaust pressures increases as the pressure is lowered. On this account the curves of

~As.. of the notation u.%d is giren at the end of each part of tk report.
a ..’.4 Study OfA@~e En-e Twt~ ,7, by v~cf~c R. &ge, Repo~ No. 4f,,k-atf~~l .kdti~o~ Cotittee for ,kronfdia,19M.
4~1Tbe Gewral E]e&ri~ ~bo s~ppr~~rger fOr-4@~e~ J,, by S~-Ord A. ~~~, A~ti~D ~d AwQ~ntf~ Engineering, ~ p. l!i,19M.
s‘LEITect of timpreaskm Ratio, Pressure, Temperature, and Hnmfdity, on POWe?,,, pad ~ by =. C. Diwn and G. v. Anderso~.

—
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figure 2 may not be extrapolated to loiv pressures zmcl used there for mccl~al~ical effwiencics
otiher than 92 per cent without danger of scxious error.

In order to predict the. performance curves of fin engine opcrat iug at various. altit~{les, a
sea-level horsepower-speed curve (fig. 3) and curves sho~~”ing the VUri&tiOn in t]l~ Ille811

atmospheric temperature and pressure with altitude are needed. Figure 4 shows the relation-
ship between temperature, pressure, and altitude recently agreed upon as standard by the
French and Italian Governments. The. temperature-altitude graph, from which the prmsure-
aliitude graph is computed, diverges quite appreciably from the curves for the observed metin
temperature both for very small and very great altitudesj but not enough to seriously aflec t
Lhe present computation.

Figure ?i shows the horsepower of m average Liberty engine as a function of aItitude and
speed, computed from figures 1~ 3~ and 4, together with the temperature correction factor of
equation (1).
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3. CALCULATION OF INTAKE PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE FOR STANDARD ALTITUDE AND
ENGINE SPEED : LIMITATIONS ON VALUE OF CAR13URETOR PRESSURE.

In order to predic~ the performance of an engine operating with a supercharger, it is
further necessary to know the increase in pressure and temperature of the air as it passes tllruugh
the compressor. If the compressor is gear-driveu , we roust also know the power which it
absorbs. Taking up first the rise in pressure, we observe that it is limited, in genersl, by two
factors, viz, the necessity for avoiding “ preignition” and the maximum safe speed of the
compressor. The power available for coiypl ession is practically unlimited either in tl]e ctise of
a gear-driven compressor or of one driven by an exhaust-gas turbine.

The experiments of Moss have alreaciy shown that a high-comprcwion engine, which is
on the point of “ preignition, ” or pinliing, at sea level, may he operatwl with sea-level
carburetor pressure at any altitude in spite of the higtl. temperature of the compressed air. It
is possihl e that higher carburetor pressures can be used with high carburetor tempw atures
than with low, but this point has yet to be set tied, and in the present calculation it wil] Le
assumed thut the carburetor pressure may not exceed a standard sea-level atmosphere. IL is
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worthy of note that &small net gain in po-iver, even at sea Ievel, k thwmeticaJIy possible by using
w reduced compression ratio and a carburetor pressure -d&h is abo~e normal sea-IeveI value.
This gain in power is accompanied by a loss of efficienc~, how e~er, and is probabIy of no

practical importance.
The pressure ratio of a centrifugal compressor of given co~tructicm depends on the ratio

of the speed to the volume of air handled, but is independent of. the intake pressure. It follow”s
tha~ -when the engine and compressor speeds are kept constant, the carburetor pressure is
directIy proportional to the pressure of the atmosphere. In any case there -iviL?be a certain

maximum sdtitude for each engine speed at -which the compressor can deveIop sea-kvd pre.wure.
.kbove this altitude the carburetor pressure and the net available horsepower must drop off. .
steadd.y as they do for an engine whch E not eqmpped mth a supercharging compressor.
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13e10w this altitude some U,~M must be adopted for keeping the carburetor pressure from
exceedirg sea-level -w_lue= Thi~ may be done eijhw by decreasing the compressor speed or
by throttling the inlet. to the compressor. The former method of control is the better, if
practicable, since throttling the inlet leads to excessive heating of the air.

4. TKE N0R3L4L AL?N’NIDEAND SPEED OF OPERATIOX.

It wll be assumed that the compressor is designed to operate under the comiitious pre-
vailing at a certain definite altitucIe, which -we will designate as the “ nmrmd” altitude. It
WU further be assumed that -when engine and compressor operate at their normal speeds at
thisnormal altitude, the compressor -wilI just develup sea-level carburetor pressure and will
work -with ma-xirnum, or neady maximum, shaft efficiency. The cab-dation of the gain in
po~er due to supercharging is particularly simple for this one set of conditions, since the
hydradic arid shzft efficiencies of the compressor ma-y be treated as known quantities.

The normal speed of the compressor may be equal to, or less than, the maximum safe
speed. In the former case the normal altitude WN be the maximum aItitude for normaI engine
speed at which the compressor can develop sea-level pressure, and consequently the altitude at

5SS9-21+3
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which the compressor gives the maximum increase in_ power. At. this altitude the airpkmc
will attain the maximum possible horizontal flight speed consist.~nt, with normal engine SIXW1.

In the nwmericai ezarflplediscussed in this report, it is uswwmedthat i!llenormal compressor
speed is its maximum wfe sped.

We shall first consider the operation of the compressor under the normal conditions just
described, taking up the genera~ problem later on.

5. TEMPERATURE RISE IN COMPRESSOR.

The carburetor pressure is assumed to have its se~-level value, i. e., 76 cm. of mercury.
The carburetor temperature can be computed from Lhe shaf~ eflkiency if the heat lost, due to

1,
“radiation” is known. The method is as !OI1OWS:

Let the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the states of the air as it enf,ers the compressor and
enters the cmburetor} respectively. (We assume that the carburetor is Iocatwl between the
compressor and the engine, )
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Let P, p = absolute pressure in pounds per square foot and centimeters ctf mercmy, rwpec-
ti vely;

T-= volume in cubic feet;
T= absolute temperature in Fahrenheit degrees:

CP= specific heat of air at constfint pressure in .I1. t. u. per pound,
SO.241;

C,= specific heat of air at consttint volume iD_13.t. u. pm pound}
=0.171;

II=Qplcv= 1.406;
J = mechanied equi #alent of heat,

= 77s foot-pounds per B. t. u.;
1= input. of mechanical energy per pound of ail handled;

X= air flow through compressor in pounds per minute;
Fi= hea t rndiated per minute by the compressor and any cooling dssicc Jvbich may

be put bcb.~ een the compressor and the carburetor.
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Neglectirug the kinetic energy of the air in the discharge pipe of the compressor, -we equate
the net energy input per pound of air hadled to the increase in the totzd heat of the air. ThlLs

Let T,’ = theitemperature to which +&e air would rise if the compres~ion were adiabatic;
1‘ = corresponding energy inpuii ~er pound;

MId let fihe function A be defined by the equation

-,+1

.4(P2/PJ =@)T -1 =(g)”=’- 1.
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Then the f~miliar formula fcn the adiabatic compression of a perfect gas gir es the re[ntion

T,’ – T, =A(PJP1)T1, .
an~l equation (3) yields

; = CPA(PJP1]TI. (3a)

.1 graph Of the function A is shown on figure 6. The r~tio of 1’ to 1 is, by definitio?.~, the
shaft efilcienc~ of the compressor, which we deno~e b~ &. Therefore

(4)
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Since the heat radifited should be proportional to Tz —Tl, we introduce the quan tit,y k
defined by the relation

11=?C(T,– 2’1).
Equation (3) then becomes

● (5)

where

ML’, “
~=.Wcp+k’ (6)

It is evident tit once that p is the ri]tio of the actwd te~perah~re rise to that which J!OU1(loccur
if there were no r~diation.

The radiation coefficient k will obviously -rmy a good deal with the installatic)u tind also
with the conditions of oporaticm. If Lie compressor is mounted behind the engino where it is
exposed to little or no air current, the racljation may be nearly negligible. If it is placed St the
front of the engine and exposed to the full propeller blast, the radiation may he quite importnnt,
while if a specially designed air-to-air radiator is employed the radiation coeff~cient k maj be
made as large as desired, but at, the expense of increased heat. resistanc~,

An accut ate theoretical evaluation] of k for any given installation is not oossible, but, soIne
idea of its order of magnitude and of the extent of its. variation with external conditions can b~

aobtain ed from _ oretical considerations.
Let us set ourselrcs the problem of computing an approximfite value of 7Cfor a supercharging

compressor which is placed ia front of the engine with 4 squaro feet of radi~ting area exposed
to the full Yelocity of the propeller slip stream. Let the aerophme htme n speed of 150 miles
per hour at 1S,000 feet ajtitucle, and let the compressor deliver to the engine 700 cubic feet of
air per minute at sea-level pressure and at the temperature T2. (This is approximately th~
volurne of air required by the Liberty engine at 1,700 revohdions per minute. )

An armlysis of the recent radiator tests made at the Bureau of Standarcls shows that the
cowlcient of heat transfer from a radiating surface to a stream of air is given }with considerable
accuracy by the empirical ectuation 5

(7)

where oh= coefficient of heat transfer in B. t. u, per square foot per degree Fahrenheit me tin
temperature difference per hour.

p = clensity of air in pounds per cubic foot.
v= air speed in feet per second.

This equation shows that the rate of he~t transfer increases rapidly with the air speed and
air density. Now in practice the speed and density of the air inside the compressor casing
and discharge pipe will generaLIy be a good deal larger than the speed and density outside the
casing. Consequently it is to be expected that the mean” temperature difference bet~;een We
casing and the external air will be a good deal greater than the mean temperature difference
be~ween the compressed air and the casing. With this fact in mind, but without making a
detailed computation of the rate of heat transfer from the compressed air to the casing, we
make the arbitrary assumption that the mean temperature difference between the exposed
surface of the casing and the external air is three-fourths of the net temperature rise, Ta– Ti.
We take the air speed v to be the full air speed of the slip stream, or about 1.2 times the speed
of advance of the plane. Thus

V= 1.2x 150x ~=264 feet per second.

~From data privately communicated to the writer by Mr. R. V. Kleinschmidt, formerly of the Bureau of Standards.

.
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The radiation coefficient is therefore

h 4x35.6x @@=l .78— .
‘= T,– T, 60

. .

The weight of air flowing through the compressor in pounds per minute is

700 x P2
‘= RT, ‘

~here R is the gas content for air. l&ert&m the numericaI values of R and .P2, -we obtain

~=700x 144x 14.7 27,800.— .
53.3 T, T,

Hence equation (6) becomes
6,700

. ‘=6,700 + 1.78 T,’
(8)

The carburetor pressure is exaetly twice the intake pressure (see &~. 4), and the corresporid-
ing ~~ue of ~ (f&. 6) iS 0.2218. Let the shaft efficiency of the engine be 0.64. Then (5)
becomes

‘2=T[’+=(6>70ffl~8T2)1” (9)

The absolute intake temperature is –5° F. Hence

Tl=460–5=4550,

and equation (9) is transformed into

1,057}000
* ‘2=455 +6,700 +1.78 T,”

The root of this equation is 591. Rence

6,700
‘=6,700 +~.~8X 591=0.864.

Thk vaIue of ,LLwiU be used throughout the. remaimler of the. present p_aper. The reader
shouId bear in mind the fact, however, that ~ will -rq h practice with the instal.1.ati~a and
with the external conditions, i. e., with the values of v and X

6. POWER ABSORBED BY COMPRESSOR.

Before making a specific application of the theory to a gear-dri~en compressor it is necessa~-
to determine the power absorbed by the compressor. The theoretical input per pound of air
is given by (2). To get the actual input we divide by the shaft efficiency. Thus

The horsepower absorbed by the compressor is accordingly

= =J 3ft7P.4(P,JP,) T, .
c 33,OOO Es

(11)
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In order to evaluate the air flow M exactly, we introduce the following not~tion:
D = total piston displacement of engine in cubic feet;
e= volumetric eficiency of engine;

N.= engine speed in revolutions per minute of crank shaft;
and

Pz= density of the air as it enters the carburetor.
Then

(11)now becomes

In order to apply

M=
DN,ep, = DNeeP2

2 2RT2

the above formula, an estimate of the volumetric efl~ciency of the engine.
must be made. It is desirable in making supercharging calculations to have an experimenttil
curve showing the relationship between volumetric efficiency and speed at sea level, I?igmv
3 shows such a curve for the Liberty engine. If experimental data are not available, a volu-
metric efficiency curve must be “fudged’) with the aid of the curve for the brake, or, better, t.hc
indicated, mean effective pressure.

7. VARIATION OF VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCYWITH INTAKE TEMPERATURE AND EXHAUST BACK
PRESSURE.

Experiments receritly made at the Bmeau of Standarcls altitude laboratory, and privately
communicated to the writer by Mr. S. W. Sparrowj show that the volumetric efficiency increases
with the intake temperature and &w with the ratio of the carburetor pressure to the exhaust
back pressure. The ratio of the volumetric efficiency of the Hispano-Suiza 150-horsepower
engine at +10° C. to that at –10° C?.k 1.022. If the volumetric e%ciency is assumed to be a
linear function of the intake temperature, the fol.lowingequation is easily deduced:

(14)e= e~g+ 0.00054 (t–59).

Here t is the intake temperature in degrees Fahrenhe~, and e,, is the volumetric efficiency for
59° F.

The experimental data available (see table below] on the variation in the volumetric cfll-
ciency with the ratio of the intake to the exhaust pressure are too meager to be of service for
our present purpose without the’ help of theoretical considerations. We will therefore proceed
to derive a t~~eoretical formula containing one adjustable constant which can be fitted to the
available experimental results.

lVhcn the intake pressure Pi exceeds the exhaust pressure P., the volumetric efllciency of
the engine will be increased, owing to the fact- that there is less residual exhaust gas lcf t in the.
cylinder at the end of each exhaust stroke. When the inlet valve is opened, tho residual ex-
haust gas will be compressed from the pressure ~. to the pressure Pi. The new volume of these
gases being less than the volume of the compression space, the. volume left to bc filled b-y the
incoming charge is greater than normally.

To a first order approximation, the mass of the charge which enters the cylinder is inde-
pendent of tlu: heat exchange which takes place betweenit and the residual exhaust gas. This is
because the decrease in the density of the incoming charge due to, heat absorption is offset by
the increase in volume available due to the cooling and shrinkage of the residual gas. If it
were not for the wiredrawing which occurs when the_ charge begins to enter the low pr{ ssurc
cylinder, we might compute the effeciive volume of the residual gas as if it were compr( ssc c1
adiabatically y from the pressure, -Pi. On account of the wiredrawing the rise in tempcrrdtlre
which accompanies the compression will be somewhat greater than for adiabatic compression.
This can be taken into account by assuming polytropic compr&sim~ with an tippropriate index.
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Let ~.= stroke volume of one cylinder;
Vc = compression ~olume of one cylinder;
T = compression radio.

Then

‘il=~.
T— I

This is the volume occupied by the residual gas at the pressure P,. The vol~e occupied
at F’~ will be

‘7C(2)A=%:F’

where m is bhe iudex of compression, which would be 1.4
volume to be fled by the incombg charge wilI then be

if there were no wiredrawiq. The

But with equal intake and e.shaust pressures this volume would be simply’ VS. Hence the
ratio of the -roIumetric efficiency, when P, and Pi are different, to the normtd volumetric effi-
ciency is

[

T

01

1 P.:
‘= r–l—r–l ~i ‘

(15)

The -due of m. ro&ht2 perhaps, be computed theoreticaII-y, but it is easier to treat it as a
constaut to be determined empirically. The accompanying table shows the results of a shori
series of tests on the -rariation of the vohmetric efficiency of a Hispano-Suiza engine with a
i+ to 1 compression ratio. In the fourth column me tabulated the theoretical -raIues of a as
computed from (15), using 2 for the value of m. The agreement is within the limits of experi-
ment al error and establishes 2 as an approximate and convenient ~alue for the index m.

TABLE No. 1.

~Inches of mercary
I

1.73z –L 7$
17.5 ~ .:li.ti[ –1.2
14.5 ~ 1.73
;j:: ~ —1.73

L 73
14.5 ! –1.73

Remarks. I
mew. 1

1.mo
.995

I. !Ms
-SW

L OL
.!231

L OL
. 9?31

EngJ#;-driven Ly dynamometer.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

En%; driven by om power. ‘

In the CM of an eugine fitted with a gear-dri~ex centrifugal compressor, Pi is equal to the
C.[o.npressorexnaust pressuxe, P2. HeJce (15) may be rewritten iu the form

~= ~: ~ ll/Pe]

[
—.— —. (15a)

1

Iu d niin~ with turbiae-driveu compressors me shall use equation (14)for the volumetric
e %cienc T For gear-:lri~en compressors this is to be replaced b~.-.

C=G [e59+o.00054(f–59)]. (16)

.
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8. APPLICATION TO LIBERTY ENGINE, GEAR-DRIVEN COMPRESSOR.

Let us zssume a gear-driven centrifugal compressor having a masimurn shaft efllciency of
64 per cent and capable of cioubling the carburetor pre;suro of the Liberty engine when cngino
wd compressor are working at their normal speeds. We inquire regarding: (a) The volume
of air which the compressor must he designed to handle; (i) the horsepower required to drivo
the compressor under normal conditions; and (c) the u.et gain in power of the m.gine when
coupled with the compressor at the “normal altitude.”

(a) The conditions are the same as-those used in determining the vduc of k (cf. ]attcr ~]ar~
of art. 5). The normal pressure ratio being 2:1, the norma~ altitude must bu ihat for which
the barome~ric pressure has half its sea level value, i, e., 18,000 feet. The corrqmnding in-
take temperature is – s“ F,, or 455” absolute (cf. fig. 4.) The value of -A@J~l) is y,i~c~l ])Y

figure (j. Inserting numerical values into equation (s), Ilre obtain 136° as the ne~ temperature
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/
/

) L/ .42 i3 /4 /.5 L6 /.7 A8 /!9 20 .2/ .22 2.3 2.4 2.5
F]@. 6. ~2/4

rise in the compressor. Hence fihe temperature of the air entering the carburetor is 1310 l?,,
or 5910 absolute. The normal speed of the Liberty engine is 1,700 revolutions per minute and
its piston displac~ment is 0.96 cubic foot, With the aid of these numerical ~alues V-Crcx?uco
(IQ) to the forln

~f=~.96x 1700x 14.7x 1<45=54 SC——
2X53.3X591

. .

!lle normal ~-alue of the volumetric efficiency at 1,700 revolutions per minute, anti ~vith a car-
buretor temperature of about 59° F., is 0.85. The compression ratio of the engine is 5.42.
IIence the corrected volumetric efficiency for 131” F. and a 2 to 1 pressure iatio is (cf. equation
(16)):

e= (0.S5+ 0.00054x 72) (1.226 –0.226 @j),
=0,95

●
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The corresponding due of X is 52 pouuds per minute. This is a little greater than the -due
given by the appro.simate formuIa (7).

Let ~ denote the intake -rolume for &he compressor in cubic feet per minute. Q is equal to
.ll divided by the density of the air entering the compressor. Figge %gi-res 0.57 as the relative
density at 18,000 feet. The corresponding absolute density is 0.0436 pounds per cubic foot.
Hence

Q= &6 = 1,193 cubic feet per minute.

‘he abo-re intake ,-rolume, the rmmrd speed, aad normal pressure ratio are the three funda-
rmmtal quantities which dehx-mtie the design of the compressor.

(3) Ml the quarrtities which enter inta the &mht-hand member of (13) me now lmown.
The mmerical value of Hc com~uted from this forqula is 46.5 horsepower.

(c) Let E& denote the gross horsepower deveIoped by the engine with the intake pressure
and temperature Pz and T2, respecti~ely, and with the exhaust pressure ~1. The temperature
correction factor, equation (1), is

j7’t. . ~yoy:~l =0.931.

The pressure correction factor for a 76 cm. intake pressure and a 38 cm. exhaust pressure is
1.06. (See fig. 2.) The normal power de~eloped by the engine at 1,700 re-rolut ions per minute
is 423. Hence the -iaIue of HG is

Bo = 423 X 1.06 xO.931 =417.5 horsepower.

Subtracting the power required to drive the compressor, -we obtain the net po-wer a-railable for
driving the propeller, which is

E= 417.5– 46.5=371 horsepower.

9. TUREKNE-DRIWN COMPRESSOR.

As previously stated, we assume equal intake and exhaust pressures for the turbine-driven
compressor. Waler the normal wortig conditions just considered, these pressures wi.11have
the common value 76 cm. The pressure correction factor drops out, and the net power becomes
equal to the gross power. Thus

H= He =423 x 0.931=394 horsepow-er.

Since the pressure correction facbor for the -rohmetric efficiency drops oub, the normal
-vohune of air which the tturbine-dri~en compressor must be desi=~ed to handle is a little less
than that for the gear-driven compressor. The numerical value is

Q ~ 1,115cubic feet per minute.

We ma-y estimate the weights of the gear-diven and tmrbine-dri~en compressors at 75
and 100 pounds, respectively. The weight of the engine without the compressor, dry, is s44

“pounds. Hence the weight per horsepower at 1S,000 feet with the compresso~, works out to
be 2.4S pounds per horsepower and 2.40 pounds per horsepower, for the gear-driven and turbine-
driven jobs, respectively. The weight per horsepower without the compressor at this altitude
is 4.5. Thus the reduction in the weight per horsepower ratio due to the compressor is 44.9
per cent and 45.7 per cent for the gear-&lven and turbine-dri~en jobs, respectively.

10. CALCULATIONOF PERFORMANCE CURVES: COMPRESSOR THEORY.

In order to extend the calcnIation to other than normal conditions and to draw up per-
f ormance curves for the engine compressor unit at d altitudes and speeds, ii is necessary to
make use of the characteristic curves for the shaft and hydraulic efficiencies of the compressor.’

rSee~~~iC1aon&I@u~qalc!o~p~e~wrsby Dr. L. C. Lcew?nstein in ?darks’s “ ?&chaniCaIEngineers’ HandbWk.”
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Experiment shows that these efficiencies depend primari~y on the ratio of the volume of
air to the speed of the compressor. This ratio is caIled the quantity coefficient, and
designated by the symbol g.

It
Cb

q= Q/iv. .-

is convenient to plot the efficiencies as ordinates against values of q as alx
.tirac.tcristic curves shown in figure 7.

Normff/ Speed = 22000 E p. m. 1 I I
80 /! /nfoke &+o/ume = ///5cu.fhpermh. –

# G%@?fify COefficlefff =00507

1 1 i

70 !

-- I
1.

~ 60 I

#
1

e
I
I
I

L

-k
t

i 1 I

.02 .03 424 .0; .06
f/g.z

.07
Qumfi+ Coeff%&ni -q = (~[ff).

The fundamental formula which determines the pressure rise is

,cissae, as

t

(17)

,
where El,(q)= hydraulic efficiency;

g = acceleration of gravi~y;
u~ = peripheral speed of compressor impeller in feet per second.

The other symbo]s have already been defined. Since the peripheral speed is proportio[lal tu

N, the above equation can b~ rewritten as

CXEfi(~) ivz
.4.(l?,/PI)= -–”T,-!

]vhore a is a constant for any given co repressor. Solving for

[ 1
1 + aEh(g)N’ ‘.”

PJP1 = –- ~ -----
1

(18)

P,I’PI, wc obtain

(19)
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In order to use the abo~e equation for the determination of P,/PI, or to use (5) to e-dust{
the carburetor temperature, it is necessary to mdcukte the mdue of the quantii~ coefficient,
y. To this end we divide (12) b-j- J’P, where pl denotes the density of the air entering the com
pressor, and obtain

The right-hand member in-rolves unknown quantities which must be eliminated before
can be solved for q.

In carrying out this elimimtion -we ha-i-e LTO cases to consider. (I) In the we of a
ine-clri-i-en compressor working at an aItitude below its normal altitude of operation,

(20]

(~o]

tur-

the—
speed of the compressor fl be adjusted to gi-re sea-level carburetor prc ssure. In this case,
the intake pressure being know-n, the pressure ratio is Imov-n, and the speed N must be eliminated
from equations (18) and (20) in order to sokre for g. (II) In the case of a gear-driven com-
pressor operating at any altitude, or of a turbine-driven compressor operating abm-e the normal
tiltitudel the speed of the compressor is determined either by the gear ratio, or by the maximum
safe speed of the compressor, and the pressure ratio is the unknown quantity to be eliminated
from equations (18) and c20).

11. CASE L TURBJXE-DRIWX?J COMPRESSOR: PRESSURE RATIO GIVEN.

Consider first the case -where the pressure ratio is know-n. Eliminating N between (18)
and (201, w-eobtain

~iirninating ~ by mems of (5) the above becomes

The right-hand side is a function of g and (PJP,). The left-hand side is sensibly independent
tJf q, and its value k eady calctiated. h computing the value of e, we combine (16) with (5),
arid ob tzin

● =
i - 1( ~ E.J-51’)]

~59+-0.00054{T’ 1~@ (22)

ln t.h~ equation l?, may be treated as a constant without serious error.
It is convenierk to introduce the notation

lZquation (21) then becomes

(25)
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To solve this equa$ion, a set of curves showing @ as a function of q for various constant
-ml.uos of TZJPI, may be dr%wn, as in- figure 8. The -ralue of 1 can be computed directly from
(24). To. $nd q w-etiply follow the line y=+ horizontally across to the poinb which corre-
fipomis to. t,h~ appropriate. =vahe QLPZ7PI and note the corwponding abscissa.

Hatig calcuhited tha quantity coefficient in this manner, the -shaft eflkienc~ can. be
found from figgre 7, and equation (5) ernployed to determin~ the temperature. at tbcarlmmtm.

+f’+kvr’% 1 ‘i I I

[ I I I I I I I I I I J

.702 03 .U6 ,07
F/g. 8. &’%fi/y L&ken+ - q

The remainder of the computation for the horsepower of the engine-compressor unit k similar
to that already carried out for the normal conditions of operation in article 8.

12. NUMERICAL APPLICATION.

“ To illustrate with a numerical example, we assume the turbine-driven engine compressor
unit of the problem of article 8. The constant a of equation (18) can be computed from the

“ data already assumed for normal operation at 18,000 feet altitude. The normal speed of the
compressor is 22,000 revolutions per minute. The riormal intake volume is 1,115 cubic feet
per minute. Hence the normal value of the quantity coeffkient is 0.0507 and the normal
hydraulic efficiency is 0.69. The normal pressure ratio is 2, and the corresponding value of A
(fig, 6) is 0.2218. The normal absoIute intake temperature (fig. 4) is 455°. Solving (18) for a,
we obtain

.4T,
“2218X455 -=-0.303Y 10+,

a=~=0.69x (22,000)2

a

.
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inserting the numerical values of a and D in (24), we obtain

(24’)

Giv&~ E. the constant value 0.64, putting G equal to unity, and giv@ p the due previously
computed, viz, 0.S64, we reduce (22) to the form

e= e=+ 0.00054[T1(1+ 1.35A)—519]. (25)

Figure 8 shows the .~-q curves plotted from (23) for P= 0.864.
Let us apply these formulas ~and curves to the probkm of the determination of the power

delivered by the engine and turbine-driven compressor at 1,S00 revolutions per minute and an
altitude of 10,000 feet.

The intake pressure (&r. 4) is 52.1 cm. of mercury, and the pressure ratio required to give
sea-level carburetor pressure is accordingly

PJPI =76/52.1= 1.46.
From figure 6

()
.4 ~ =0.1156.

1

The volumetric efficiency at 59° F. and 1,800 revolutions per minute (fig. 3} is 0.83, and the
compressor ird ake absolute temperature at 10,000 feet is 483.4°. Then by (25)

e= 0.S3+ 0.00054[483(1+ 1.35xO.H56]-519]= 0.8505.

Equation (24’) yields
3.788%/0.1156 x4S3 = ~z 67

‘=1800 X 1.46X 0.850S . .

The corresponding value of q (~. 8) is 0.0561. The compressor speed, equation (18), is 16,810
re-rolutions per minute. Its shaft efficiency (fig. 7) is 0.6345, and the absolute carburetm-
temperatmre, equation (5), is

T,= 483(1+ 0.863X 0.1156/0.6345)=559°.

Hence the temperature correction factor, equation (1), is

J’t=ggo+gg‘20+59=0.9(31.

The sea-level horsepower at this speed is 445. Hence the power at 1,800re rolutions per minute
and 10,000 feet. altitude is

~=0.961 x445 =427.5.

13. CASE IL TWRBIXE-DRIVIN C03D?RESSOR: ROTATIONAL SPEED GIVEN.

Consider n~~t the case R here the compressor speed is Iiio-mi and the pressure ratio is un-
hmown. In this case Pz/P1 must be eliminated from c20) by means of (19). Then

combining equations (5) and (1S), we obtain

(26)

.
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lNiminating T,/Tz from (26) by means of (27) leacls to the following equation:

In order to calculate C,ive combine (lt3) with (27), and obtain

(28)

Here again it is sufficiently accurate to treat EJl?, as a consta~t. A further siml)l~ic.ation
results from the fact that in the case of the turbine-dri ren compressor, no~~ under consi{lerat.ion ~
a is always Imity. It is convenien~ to introduce the notation

[
1~i2 3.46

~2

()

1 +a~h(g) ZJ
x g>T =

[

Eh(q) N’ ;
1

(30)‘1ql+WE&(q)~I

‘1hen (28!reduces to

2N
f(.ve,fv>T’l)=

[ (

7–”
~Ne e,, + 0.00054 T, – 519 + PCYX2$

8)1

To solve this equation a set of curres showing x as a functioD of g for variol~ constan~
values of ATz/T1is drawn up ~as on figure 9. The value of ~ for any particular case cm-i be com-
puted directly from (31), since { does not i~volve g. To find q, we proceed as in Case 1. Follow
the iine y= f horizontally across to the point which corresponds to the appropriate rdue of
N’/Tl and note the corresponding absciwa.

When q is known, the pressure ratio can be found at once from (1S) and figure 6, Com-
bining equations (5) and (18), we obtain

(33)

Equation (33) serves for the determination of the temperature rise, and the calculation of the
horsepower is carried through as before.

14. NUMERICAL APPLICATION OF THEORY FOR CASE II.

We tiustraic the abore theory with a numerical example. Consider the operation of the
engino-cornpressor unit of the preceding examples abgve the. altitude of normrd opera t.ion. ]T~~

maximum power the compressor v;ill ooerate at its maximum safe speed, 22)000 revolutions per
minutej under all conditions. The values of v and a are 0.S64 and 0.303x 10-0, respectively.
Figure 9 shows the x – g curves obtained from (3(I). Giving Eh/E, the ralue 1,077, equation
(31) reduces to

45j,800:.

‘= Ne[cG9+ 0.00054(T, –3S3.5)j” (34)

Equation (33) becomes
Tt=T1 + 126.7 Eh (q)/.Es (q), (35)

and (18)takes the form
.4= 146.8 Eh(g)/T,. (36)
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Let us use the above equations to evahmte the pover delivered by ~he engine at 40,000 feet
and 1,900 resolutions per minute. Ilom figure 4 bhe temperature T, is 376.5°. The value

of ~, equation (34), is 28.95. :VZITI is 1-2S.5X 10E- IIence the quantity coefficient, q, (fig. 9)

is 0.0554. EiJ_& @g. ~) is 1.066, ~d the carburetor femper~ture, equation (35) t ~ 49~0 abso-
lute. Tb temperature correction factor, equation (1), is 1.025. The hydraulic efficiency

F@.

a=m#m
46
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!fig.7)k.0.6ZSjand the corres~cding ~a.lue of -A, equation (36), is 0-264.5. The pres-m e ratio
ffig. 6) is 2.251. The compressor intake pressure (fig. 4) is 11 cm. of mel cury, and the” car-
buretor nressure is accordingly 31.5 cm. of mel cur~. The mechanical ef5ciency at 76 cm. and
1,900 revolutions per minute is 0.S55 (fig. 3), and the pressure correction factor (fig. 1) k O-315.

The sea-le~el horsepower is 453, and consequently the horsepower under the conditions assumed is

H=453x1.025 ><0.315=146.

Complete performance cum-es for the Liberty engine fitted with a t’urbine-clriren compressor,
and worked out in the above mannerj are show-n on figure 10.

15. THE GEAR-DRIVIXW COMPRESSOR.

The great advantage of the gear-driven type of compressor is that by its use the engine
can be made to develop a high power at great. altitudes with a low exhaust pressure. Such a

low exhaust pressure invol~es a correspondingly low exhaust temperature ancl should materially
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increase the life of the exhaust valves, which would be comparatively short in an e~~ine equipped
with a turbine-driven compressor and operated c.ontinuousl~ with seti-level intmke and exhaust
pressures. It dso seems not improbable that if the_me&-m@ problem of designing a slipping
clutch which wilI take excessive acceleration stresses from the gears can be solved, the gear-
driven type of compressor will prove the more durable of the two.

(h the other hand; the computation of article 9 predicts that the net power avnilable per
unit weight from a given engine operating with a gear-driven compressor at k normal aIti~ude
is about 3 per cent less than the net power available from the same engine under the same con-
ditions, with a turbine-driTen compressor. If this result be accepted as correct, the e-ase for
the gear-driven compressor would seem to be a poor- one.

The simplest mechanical arrangement for a gear-driven compressor involves a single se~ of
gears amf a constzmt value for the ratio of the compressor speed to the engine crank-shaf t spew].
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This lack of flexibility M an ucldibionai distinct disaclvtmtage which might possibly be overcome,
in part, by the use of a two-speed gear, or through the use of a constantly slipping clutch. The
mechanical difficulties involved in these forms of speed control are great, however, and in view
of the proved feasibility of the turbine-driven compressor, neither arra~~ement will be considered
here.

In order to prevent the carburetor pressure from rising above sea-Ievel value at low altitudes
with a gear driven compressor, it is necessary to disconnect the compressor entirely, or LOthro~tle
the air at the inlet to the compressor. In our computation of perforrn~nce curves, it-will be
assumed that means are provided for inlet throttling at moderate altitudes. The horsepower-
altitude curve for each speed is then divided into three parts, viz, a portion alI (see fig. 11) for
the lowest altitudes where the compressor can not be used to advantage at all, and is assumed to
be disconnected, a portion 5Cover which the compressor is assumed to be throttled at the inlet
in such a manner as to maintain the carburetor pressure at the constant value 76 cm., and

.
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fhlly, a portion cd for the l@hest aJtitucles, where no inlet throttling is necessary, and where
the carburetor p’ressure is less than at sea level.

Let us consider, first, fihe region over which inlet throttling is necessary. It wdl be assumed
that the kinetic energy de-reloped by the air as it passes through the throttJe valve is immediately
converted into heat. Then the temperature of the air as it enters the compressor vriIIbe sensibly
equal to the temperature of the external atmosphere. The carburetor pressure is known, but
the pressure of the throttled air PI is not, so that the pressure ratio must be treated as an un-
known quantity< Since the speed of the compressor is known the method of comput~~ th~
cpant it-y coefficient is practicality the same as for the turbine-driven compressor abo-re the normal

1111’ tlllll t t 111111/1 1
11’ ! ii; ;li 1 I t

COf-?PAR&ON OF PERFORMANCE CURVES Iiil[/11 I i

.O.m =-:---z::zp:z:zmltu
— Geo.-

F/g. f 1. AAWude Ih Thou50nds of Feef.

altitude of operation. The one difference is that the quan~iby m,which gives the pressure cor-
rection to the vokmetric eftlciency, does not reduce to unity. Equation (32), which was used
for the determination of fihe quantity coefficient g, is replaced by

().rI=x %g’
,

(37)

(38)

The value of a is to be computed from (15a), P. be~o identified with the pressure of the external
atmosphere. When q is evaluated by means of (37) and a x--q chart, such asfigure9,the com-
pressor efficiencies are determined, and equation (18) is used to caIculate the carburetor tem-
perature. The temperature correction factor and the pressure correction factor are taken from
equation (1) and figure 2, respectively.

The product of the normal sea-level power into the temperature and pressure correcfiion
factors is the gross horsepow-er deve]oped by Lhe engine. From this must be subtracted the
pm-m absorbed by the compressor, which may be computed from_ the follow@ equation, de-
rived by combinirg (13) and (1S):

543s%21-34
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In computing the performance curves for the region where inlet throttling is not necessary,
p, is an ~nknom, ~n[l P. is to be iden~fied wifih P,. u can not be determined until th valno of ‘

g is known. We therefore substitute from (19) into (15a)and obtain the following expression ,
for u in terms of q and N’/T,:

Equation (32) is replaced by

where

(40)

The computation of q and of the temperature correction factor then goes through as in the
preceding case. The pressure ratio is determined from figure 6 and equation (18). Figure 2
is used to determine the pressure correcticm factor, and the gross horsepower, compressor horse-
power, and net horsepower computed as before.

Figure 11 shows a set of predicted performance curves for Lhe Liberty engine cquipprxd with
a gear-driven compressor, calculated by tb e method described above. In arriving at this set
of curves (clot-and-dash. lines) it was assumed that gear ratio was 11.6:1, mdiing the comp-
ressor speed 22,000 revolutions per rninu te (maximum safe speed) when the engine runs at
I,gOO revolutions per minute. For con~~enience in computation the same compressor was
assumed as in the ca~culations for the turbine-driyen. job. As we have alrericly shown (Art. 9)

that the gear-driven compressor should have a sk~tly ~wwq ~Ol~e CwaCi @ t~fin the ~llT~in~-

driven compressor for normal operation on the same engine, it is evident that our method of
procedure involves a slight handicap to the gear-drivep job, when operating at its higncst spcccl.
This handicap, which consists in assuming compressor efficiencies which are somewhat smfillcr
than the maximum obtainable efficiencies, is small, however, compared with the differences
between tme outputs of the gear driven and turbirie driven arrangements, and dom noti ma te-
rially aflect the relative merits of the two schemes. For comparison the performance curves for

tb e turbine-dri~en supercharging unit and f or the engin e without the compressor are also shown
on figure II. The cur-v-es of the gear-driven compressor are not carried to very great altitudes
because the pressure correction factors involyed lie outside the chart of figure 2.

Figure 11 shows that at low speeds for all altitudes, and at all speeds for medium al tihldcs,
the gear-driven compressor without speed control produces much less power than the turl~itm-
driven compressor. ln view of this fact, and of the mechanical di’ficulties involved in the gear
drive, the turbine-driven compressors alone will be considered in the remainder of this report.

16. FUEL CONSUMPTION.

The formulas for the temperature and pressure correction ftic.tors which we l.mve ued arc
based on tests in which the-carburetor was adjmted for the maximllm fuel economy consis~cut.
~vith, ma~imum power. The corresponding fuel consumption curves mus~ wcordingly pre-

suppose carburetor adjmtment for ma~tium power at all altitudes. The imrestigations of
lkfr. P, S. Tice s at the Bureau of Standards show that the mix,ture ratio which gives ma~inl~l.m
power is independent of the barometric pressure, and we therefore has~ our computation of fuel

economy on the assumption of a constant air-fuel ratio. Power-altitudes and fuel-economy
curves based on the assumption that the carburetor is adjusted for ma~imum fu e] cconrm-
would be of value, but data for t~~eir cornpubation are not available at preseIl t.

Let the subscripts indioate quantities pertaining to operation under sttindmd sea level con-
ditions (76 cm. pressure and 59° l?.). The relative fuel consumption for a constH1)t wjx tu~e IWtip
—

a~,~~~bw~tiigConditions Characteristic ofAircraft Engines, ” by P~S.Tke, Report N’o.48,National Advisor y Committw for Aeron;utlcs. 1920.
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is equal to the quotient of the relative air flow divided b-y the relat ive horsepower output. Henke
the relative fuel consumption is

Hz N. ● P, T.
T.f. c.=——–——H (L%Te\,e, P. T,’

where Pz is the carburetor pressure in centimeters of mercury and Tz is the
ature of the sir entering the carburetor.

i l’tl\l
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ln some Gases it is desirable to refer the fuel consumption for any given

(43)

absolute tcnnper-

speed under EEEI
albitude conditions to i-he fueI consumption at the sam-e speed on tie gro&d. Then (4;)
becomes

H~e P,Tr.f. c.=~ ;F+. (44)
Ssz

As a check on the above formula we insert T’able 2, which gives a comparisofi of computed and
experimen fxd vahes of the relative fueI consumption at low pressures. The Experimental
mdues are taken from Report. ATO.46 ~’ .A Study of AirplaDe Er@e Tests” by Victor R. Gage).
The temperature was the szme for all the tests and the intake and exhaust pressures were in all

cases equaI. Hence the factors T,/ T, and ~ reduce to..vniiy and drop out of the computation.
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~ABIJE Z— Computedandexpei’inwnta~va!ueso~relativefuel consumption of ~ispano-&’@’a 150 lLorscpou6T engine al
lou pressure.

The very appreciable discrepancies in the abom table are presumably to be attributed to
the uncertainty of a carburetor setting for maximum power, It will be obsorvwl that tho
tendency is for the experimental -values tci exceed the theoretical ones for the lowest pressures

F/g. /3. ,4/fifffdeIffi%ousonds of Fee&

(greatest altitudes). This tendency would be greatly augmented under flying coalitions at
greafi altitudes as a result of the very low temperatures and consequent poor carburotion an,l
distribution. It is to be expected, therefore, that in using (44) we will undorcst.imde the fuel
consumption at great altitudes for the engine without the supercharger. Since the carburetor
pr.essure$ and ternpe-ra~ures for the supercharging engine are relatively high, however, the abcrro
re&&k iloei not apply to the estimated fuel consumption for the engine compressor unit.

Figure 13 shows curves giving the relative fuel consumption of the Liberty engine with
afid without the supercharging compressor a~ aIl al~itudes, as computed from (44). T~e groat
waste of fuel at high Ievels is very evident. Its physical explanation lies in tlm fact that as the
power drops off, the’mechanical Iosscs, which are assurnwl to be constant for each speed, uso up a
larger and larger percentage of the energy of the fuel. Tho supercharging compressor, by
maintaining the power, maintains the mechanical efficiency,

The actual value of the supercharging device as a means for saying fuel is best seen, how-
ever, when we are in a position to plot curves showing the fuel consumption per mile instead
of per brake horsepower hour. This subject will be taken up in the second part of the report.
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SUMMARY OF NOTATION FOR PART 1.

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the state of the air as it enters the compressor and the
carburetor, respecii~ely.

Ft = temperature correction factor for horsepomr of engine.
rp= pressure correction factor for eqwl intake and exhaust pressures.

RP = prwsure correction factor for unequal intake and exhaust pressures.
~, P= air pressure in cm. of mercury and pounds per square foot, respecti~el~.

Pi, Pe = enntie intake and e.xhwst pressures, respectively.
t, T= Fahrenheit and abso~ute Fahrenheit temperatuw, respectively.

~’= -rohune in cubic feet.
E= gas constant for air in en=tieer’s units ( = 53.34).
~ = de~~ity of air (dry) in pounds per cubic foot.

Cp= specific heati of air at oonstant pressure in 33. t. u. per pound ( = 0.241).
C’,=specfic heat of air at constant volume in B. t. u.-per pound ( = 0.171).

y=cp[c’v=l.406.
J= mechanical equivalent of heat= 778 foot pounds per B. t. u.
Q = compressor intake volume in cubic feeb per minute.
.11= air Box through compressor in pounds per minute.

1, I’ = energy input of compressor per pound of air (actual and theoretical).
T’, = theoretical carburetor temperate (adiabatic compression).

h= heat radiated per minute.
Ch= co~~ent of heat tramsfer in B. t. u. per square foot per degree Fahrenheifi mean

temperature dtierence per hour.
v= air speed in feet per second.
k=7J(T2– T1).
p= .W’J(JIOP +k).

‘i(.~)=(;y’%g--l.
F== shaf i efkiency of compressor.
Eh=hydraulic efficiency of compressor.
N= compressor speed in revolutions per miuute-
q= Q/_N= quantity coefbient.

u. =peripheral speed of impeller of compressor in feet per second.
g= acceleration of gratity.

11. = horsepow-er absorbed b~ compressor.
q = mechanical efllciency of engine.
e= _roIumetric etheiency of engine.
c = ratio of volumetric efficiency for actual intake and e.xhausi pressures to volumetric

efficiency for equal intake and exhaust pressures.
r = compression ratio of engine.

l’. = displacement mlume for one piston in cubic feet.
D =total pistorL displacement of enmtie in cubic feet.
~’. = compression ~olume in cubic feet..
J’, = crankhaf i speed in revolutions per minute.
17q= gross horsepower developed b~ en.tie.
EI=net horsepower a~ailable for driving propeller.

““+G-WY
For the definitions of the remaining symbols see the equations indicated in the table below:

Symbol ___________________________________ 9
Equ&tion-_------- ___- __-------- _--__ --____(23) (:41 (;0) (;1) (:;) ‘ (E)
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PART II.

THE CALCtJLATION Oli’ AIRPLANE PERYORI$L4NCE FROM THE ESTIMATEIl PER-
FORMANCE CLEtVES OF ENGINE .&W COMPItESSOR.’

RI%NJM~, PART II.

If the heat leak from the gas turbine ancf exhaust pipes to the water jackets is prevented,
and if the cooling sysfiem is kept under a constant pressure independent of that of the atmosp-
here, no additional radiator equipment should be required when a supercharging compressor
is fitted to an airplahe engine.

The tiotal additional weighti of the propell&~ pkmt due to the use of a supercharger is
estimated at about 120 potmds.

.% method of estimat~~ airplane performance at altitudes tifih the aid of curves for the
‘ {reclucecl” thrust horsepower available and required, is developed. This method simplifies
the ~maphs of the thrust horsepower requirecl at altitudes, and is particularly useful in com-
paring the performance of planes of difkrent sizes, wingg loadings, and propel@ plarit charac-
teristics, which have the same lifk and drag coefficients.

Two methocls for clrawi.ng curves of the thrust horsepower available with a variabIe
pitch propeller are indicated.

Horizontal flight speed and masimum climbing speed curves for the LePere two-seater
fighter when equipped with supercharg~~ and normpercharg~~ engines, and with both fbced
blade and mu-iable pitch propellers, are worked out with the aid of the estimated performance
cum-es for the Liberty e~~ine with t=rbine-driven supercharg~~ compressor shown on figure
10, part 1.

Mtitude-time curves at maximum climbirg rate are plotted for the LePere when equipped
with each of the four types of propell~~ phint just mentioned.

Curves shom-& the relative fuel economy (i. e., relative distance traversed per pound of
fuel) with the engine -wide open at all altitudes, are plotted and discussed.

A supercharging installation suitable for commercial use is described, and it is shown that
with the aid of the compressor a great saving in fuel and a considerable increase in carr~-ing
capacity can be effected sirmdtaneou~ly.

The outcome of the investigation is distinctly favorable to the use of a supercharging
compressor as x means for obtainirg better performance for both military and nonmilitary air-
plfines. The ~ariabIe pitch propeIler would be a -raIuable adjunct to the supercharger, but
is not essential to its utility.

In an appendix the -writer derives a theoret ical fcnmula for the correction of the thrust coeRc-
cicnt of an airscrew to offse~ the added resistance of the plane due to the slip stream effect.

t~ sammyy of the notation for Part H wUf be [ouud af the end of this part.

533
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1. INTRODUCTION.

In this second part of the report, the M&ted performance cur-res for the engine with tur-
bine-driven supercharger me applied to the discussion of airplane performance at grea.i al~itudcs.
The methods of calculating altitude performance curves are of general application, although
tliey are particularly convenient for the treatment of the specific problem here under discussion,

The reader who is not interested in methocls of cornputatiori can-omit articlcs 4, 5, 6,

and the major portion of article S.
The appendix on “The correction of the propeller thrust coefficient for tho slip stream

resistance” has only an indirect connection with the supercharging problem.

2. RADIATOR EQUIPMENT FOR AIRPLANES WITH SUPERCHARGERS.

In the recent trials of the General Electric turbine-driven supercharger on thu LePrrc nir-
plane, additional rzdiator equipment was needed, over and above that required for the engine
without the compressor. Calculation shows, however, that in the future wc may expec~ to
dispense with this excess radiabor equipment. A primary reason for the use of a Iarge radiator
with the General Electric supercharger has been that there is a considerable heat leak from th
gas turbine and the exhaust manifolds to the water jackets. Suitable heat insulation should
reduce this leak to negligible magnitude and so greatly decrease the amount of heat to be {?is-
posed of in the radiator.

!l%e heat radiated per square foot of radiator area per unit time is proportional to the
mean temperature difference between the water and the. air, and to the 0.83 power of the product
of the density of the air and the speed of advance .2 The area required under any given con(] i-
tions should be roughly proportional to the power of the engine m-d should vary invwiely as
the rate of heat transmission per unit area. We have already seen thab the power of tho engine
remains nearly constant from sea level up to the maximum altitude at which sea-level cm=
buretor pressure is obtainable. At this altitude the ratio of ‘the density of the air to the power
developed by the engine has its least value. Hence’ if the racliator is large enough to take
care of the heat to be clissipated at sea level and also at this critical altitudej ii should be large
enough for all altitudes.

Let US therefore compute the ratio of the radiator area S required at the maximum alti-
tude for sea level carburetor pressure, to the area SO required at the grouncl. It wilI readily
be seen from Lhe preceding paragraph that this ratio is

(1)

where H= horsepower of engine,
t= temperature of air,

t’= mean temperature, of water,
T7=speed of dva.nce,
d= relative density of air,

and the subscript ~ indicates sea level values.
In radiator calculations for aIt.itude work it is c.ustoma.ry to assume t.ha.t the difference

between the mean temperature of the water and the boiling point of water is to he kept con-
st ant as the atmospheric pressure changes. The lowering of the bohg point as the pressure
drops off then largely compensates for the decrease in the air temperature, and greotly reduces ,
the available temperature difference at great altitudes. It is possible, however, to put tho
cooling system uncler a constant pressure, so that the boiling point of the water will not vary
with the pressure of the external atmosphere, and our calculation will be based on the assump-
tion of the existence of such a fixed radiator press-me.

$Cf. artiek 5, I’art I,
.-
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Consider the speeiaI case of the Liberty engine and turbine-driven compressor discussed
in Part 1. The critimI altitude is 18,000 feet.. A.cc@ug to figure 4 the mean free-air tem-
peratures at sea level and 18,000 feet are 59° 1?. and —5° F., .respectively. We assume that
the mean water temperature is 182° F., or 30° less than the sea leveI bdi.ng point. Then .

The reIative density of the air at 18,000 feet is 0.57, -while that at sea level is by definition unity.
We assume the speeds of advance at sea level without the compressor and at 18,000 feet with
the compressor to be 138 mihx an hour and 160 miles an hour, respectiv-ely. (This assumption
will be justified later on.) The horsepowers at sea leveI and 1S,000 feet for normal speed (fig.
11, 1700 revolutions per minute) are 425 and 395 respecti~ely. Then

#=%x0”658(0.5~y160~””= 0-s62”

This shows that under the conditions of the above calculation the rec~uired radiator area should
not. be increased by the use of a supercharging compressor unless there is a heat Ieak from the
turbine to the -water jackets.

If the radiator is kept at the pressure of the external atmosphere, on the other hand, a
small increase in radiator area is needed. The temperature factor becomes

find the reIative radiator area recluired at 18,000 feet. is

:=1.043.
0

Such an increase of a little more than 4 per cent in the radiator area -would not be a serious
handicap to the performance of an airplane. In the calculations which follow we w-ill assume,
however, that the radiator area is not increased by the use of the supercharging compressor.

3. ADDITIOA’AL WEIGHT DUE TO SUPERCELYRCXR.

The one handicap to airplane performance in-roI~ed in the use of a supercharger is addi-
tional -weight.. We estimate the weight of the compressor, turbine, and mountings at 100
pounds for the special case considered in part 1. The increase in the tieight of the propeller
would be about 20 pounds, maki~u a totaI additional weight due to the supercharger of about
120 pounds.

The weight of the compressor -would not varv greatIy with the size of the engine to which
it is fiited. ConsecluentIy the greatest increase !n the ratio of the horsepower to the wei@t is
to be expected in supercharging with large e~wines.

4. CALCULATION OF AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE CURVES FOR GREAT ALTITUDES: REDUCED THRUST
HORSEPOWER AND REDUCED SPEED OF .LDVAFWE.

The mefihod which we sh,al employ for computing altitude performance curves is new in
part.

The simplest means for finding the m~~imum horizont al flighi speed and maximum climb-
inggspeed at sea level is to draw up cum-es shov@ the thrust horsepower available and re-
quired for propulsion as functions of the speed of advance. The I&h speed intersection of
these two cur~es gives the maximum horizontal flight speed of the airplane, and the maximum
difference of the ordinates of the two curves is u..suall~ taken to be the m~ximum power a-rail-
able for climbing. In order to use this method for aI~tude performance calculations it is neces-
sary to draw up a pair of curve for the horsepower required and av-aiI~bIe at each altitude
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considered. If a comparison of the performances of the same airplane when equipped with
two, or more, different propelling plants is desired, a further complication arises from the faci
thafi any alteration in the weight of the machine modifies the set of curves for the required
horsepower. il order to avoid this undue multiplication of graphs, we wN1 substitute for the
actual thrust horsepower and actual speed of advance two quantities which we sha.11call the
“ reduced thrust horsepower” and the “ reduced speed of advance.)’ M%en this is done the
whoIe set of curves for the thrust horsepower required at different altitudes hy similar machinm
of different weights collapses into one. .4 simple slide rule calculation suflkes for the detm--
mination of the actual maximum horizontal flight speecl under any gi~en conditions when the
reduced maximum horizontal flight speed is known. ._

Let 0, V= speed of advance (relative to air) in miles per hour and feet pm s~cond, respec-
tively;

~ = wing area in square feet;
a = angle of attack;
@=angle of climb;
p = density of air in pounds per cubic foot;
g= acceleration of gravity= 32.16 feet per second per second;

Y =lift of machine in pounds;
.X= drag of machine in pounds;

KY(a) = lift coefficient for entire airplane;
Xx(a) = drag coefficient for entire airplane.

Then from the definition of the lift and drag coe%cients we have

x=~+lr.(a).

02)

(3)

l?or our present purpose it will be sufficiently
is opposite in direction to the speed of advance.

~ct W= total weight of airplane in pounds;
T’= propeller thrust in pounds.

accurake to assume that the propcllm thrush

Then
Y = w Cos e. (4)

~= X + Y tan t?. i5j
Substituting Y ~, (a)/ lZY(a) for X in (5), ~ve reduce it to fihc form:

T’= l’[.Kx(a)/&(a) +tan d]. (6)
‘l’he elimination of Y between (4) and (6) then gives

[

K=(a)

1‘=~]’K,(a) Cos 6 ‘sin 6 “
(7)

Let 11,= thrust horsepower required for steady flight with the angle of attack a and tho
angle of climb 0.
Th&

w v K=(a)

[ 1Ht=TV/550 =~ -Km cos $ +sin 0 ~
Y

(s)

This is the first of the two fundamental equations of our theory. The second is obtained by
combining (2) amd (4). It is

~7=
J

Wg Cos e. (9)
P-A&(cd
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The above equations in the pemameter a can be used to pIot the curve showing the relationship
between the thrust horsepower required and the speed of ad-wince for any specified angle of
climb.

Substituting from (9) into~(8) andjrearranging, -we obtain

/
H, pz 1 ug(30so K=(a)..— _ _ 1m TF–550~ K,(ce) ~y(a) Cos@+sb e .

Rearrangement of (9) itself yields

/
gcose

~ /~=~ ~,(a)\
— .

(10)

(11)

The right hand side of each of the equations (10) and (11) is a function of a and 6 independent
of the density of the air and the weight of the machine. This fact suggests the defitions of
the “reduced thrust horsepower” and the ‘t reduced speed of advance” which we shall adopt.

Let w denote &he%5ng loac@ ( W/A) in pounds per square footi. We define the “reduced
thrust horsepower required” ht and the “reduced speed of advance” u by meam of the equations

(12)

(13)

Here Ht = horsepower required for proyikion ak the altitude and speed of advance under
consideration
Then equations (10) and (11) yield

(1A) and (15) ~~ht be used w they stand for the determination of the maximum speed of ad-
vance at different cknhing argles. We shaU be interested, however, only in the case of holi.
zontd flight for which the-y reduce to

~t=o.olo3Kx(a)

[&(~)rf2
(16)

(17)

It wil readdy be seen from (16) and (17) that the relationship between h and u for horizontal
flight depends only on the lift and drag coefficients of t-he airplane, and is independent of its size
and -weight, and also of the density of the air in -which it ties.

The lt, u cur-re for any given machine or family of machines ma-y be plotted from the para-
metric equations (16) and (17), or it may be derived from the ~~j U curve for any given seti of
conditions if one is obtainable. For example} figure 14 shows the thrust horsepower required
for the propdsion of the Lel?ere two-seater fighter in horizontal fliiht at sea Ievel as a function
of the speed of advance V. bserting in (12) and (1s) the numerical values of p, W, and w
applicable to this particular case, w-e obtain

lit=2.48 X 10-’H&,
and

%=0.0905 u.
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Figure 15 shows the curve for the reduced thrust horsepower required
14 by means of the foregoing equations.

Let Et’ denote the maximum thrust horsepower awziZabZeat the speed
the density of the air is P, and let }/t’ denote its reduced value, i. e., let

J

——.
fitf=$ &

derived from figure

of advance U when

(18)

ht’ differs from ILtin that it depends on the density of the air, the weight of the machine, etc. Its
value for any given airplarwj propelling plant, and air density can be calculated, however, and a
series of curves can be laid out showing lit’ as a function of u for various altitudes. Such a set of
curves for the Liberty engine with turbine-driven supercharging compressor on the Le Pert p] ane
is shown on figure 15. The me~hod of plotting these curves will be discussed in the next
article. For the present we- will concern ourselves ordy with their use.

The maximum speed of horizontal flight is that speed for which the maximum thrust
horsepower available is equal to the thrust horsepower required. But when Ht equals Ht’ it is
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obvious that kt must-equal }tt’. Hence the recluced value of the maximum horizontal flight
speed at ahy altitude is the value of u for the point where the curve, y = h~’(u), for the give~
altitude crosses the curve, y=& (u), To get the actual horizontal flight speed from its rcduccd
value, we make use of (13).

For example, the reduced vaIue of the maximum horizontal flight speed at 30,000 feet given
by figure 15 is 8.5. The weight of the machine as modified by the addition of the compressor is
3,770 pounds. The, ~~ringloading is 9.625 pounds per square foot. The density of tho air at
30,000 feet is 0.02866 pounds per cubic foot. Hence the actual maximum horizont aI flight.
speed at 30,000 feet is ,

~=8.5
4

9.625
0.02866

=155.5 mi./hr.

The maximum climbing speed is also easily calculated with the aid of the curves for the
reduced thtust horsepower available and required for horizontal flight.. In a-ccordancc with
common practice we make the approximate assumption that the maximum horsepower avail-
able for climbing is equal to the maximum difference between the ordinates of the curves for
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the thrust horsepower available and required for horizontal f@ht. Let ~C denote the ho~e.
power avaiIable for climbing, and let ~C denote the maximum climbing speed in feet per
minute. Thea

—

HC=W#(h,’-fii)_= ‘W7J33,000.
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As an exampIe of the application of (19) let us again consider the airplane and power plant
of figure 15, at 30,000 feet. The maximum value of (&’-fit) is 0.00099. Hence

v. =33,000x 0.00099 F‘t0.02866’599 feet~tiute.

5. METHOD OF PLOTTING CURVES FOR THE THRUST HORSEPOW13R AVAIL.4BLE: 5. FIXED PRO.

PELLER BL.ADES.

The form of the curves showing the reduced thrust horsepower available w a function of the
reduced speed of advance is conveniently calculated by- a method described by 13airstow and
CoaIes.’

#~,&~Ot~~on.the pre&tian ~d w~is of Aeropkne Pen”ormsnce,Fzby L. Bairstow end Iieut J. D. Cosles, Brihsh Advisory Committes
or Aerorrsntics, Reports smd Mpmorsnda No. X4, May, 1918.
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Let Q= propeller torque in pounds-feet;
TL= propeller speed in revolutions ,per minute;
.0= propeller dia,meter in feet;
P= experimental mean pitch in feet.

The torque coefficient qc is defined by the following

The dimensionless quantity g., is a function of 17/nil, or
mation independent of the propeller size for a family

equ%tion: ~

(20)

of T7/nP, which is to a first approxi-
of similar propellers. The propeller

efficiency, w~ich we denote ~y ~, is aIso a function of ~TT/nP.In or~er’to make the ~omputa-
tion by the method here described, it is necessary to have curves showing gCand T as functions
of V/nP for the propeller employed, (In the future the quantity ~~l@’ will be denoted by
the single symbol a).

The power absorbed by the propelIer, i, e., the br&e horsepower of the en@ne H, is relahxl
to the torque coe%cient by the following simple equation: 5

5509(3 .
gc = ~%3D% (21)

It is easy to compute from this equation, and the curves for gO and q as functions of a,
the propeller efficiency and the speed of advance corresponding to any given set of valucs for
n, H, ~, and D. To do this we first calculate the value of gOfrom (2 I). The gO, a curve gives
value of u, and the speed of advance is then computed from

V=?2P17. (22)

The propeller efficiency for the same value of u is taken from the ~, r curve. The thrust horse-
power available at the speed V is then

Et’ = ~H. (23)

We are interested in the computation of the reduced speed of advance and the reduced
thrust horsepower available. In order to get these reduced values directly, we substihtc
from (22) and (23) into (12) and (13). The resulting expressions are

Assuming a series of diflerent values for n, it is easy to determine
from equations (21), (24), and (25).

Eaample.—Let us compute the }?,’, u curve for the Liberty
supercharger, as installed on the Le Pere two-seater fighter, for a

(24)

(25)

the form of the u, 1 ~’ curve

engfie with turbine.driven

ProDeller with fixed blades-. . .
at an altitude of a0,000 feet. We assume the propeller efficiency and torque coefficient curves
shown on figure l&” The ratio of the experimental mean pitch (in flight) to the diameter

4Notethatthisde5itiondiffersfromthatadoptedby Dursndin Repark14and30(h’ational Advisory Cornmittcc for Aeronautics,
1917and 1919). The rek.tion between g. and the Durand coefficient is shown by equation (25), q. v,

~Cf. Bamstow and Coales, Ioc. cit.,equation 14.
~These ourves were not derived from experimental tests on any definite propeller. They were drawn UP from the Bairstow-Cordce-Bctte

empirical formnlas for the torque and thrust coefficients (British Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Reports and Memoranda h-o. 474,Appen -
dix) with the aid of the meager data available on the propel!er used in the test of the Le Pere tvro.seater Bghtcr on Aug. 15, 191S. The assump.
tion of a maximum efficiency of a Iittle over 80 per cent is pure gueeemork.

The curves are intended to show the e.~cctiwvalues of the torque coefEcient and of the propeller etliciency in flight. The doterminatirm of
these effect ive values involves correctionsfor body interference and for the addlt ionrd resistance of the body due to the slip st ream. The IIK4ofthese
corrections consists in a simultaneous increase in effective pitch and in the efficiency of the propeller. The correction for the sfip stream consists
in a scaIing down of the thrust coefficient curve in a manner descriixd in the appendix to this report.
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for the family of propellers specified by these cum-es is assumed to be 1.06. In order that a
prope~er of the family speci&ed b-y tthese curves shaII hold the speed of the supercharg~~ engine
down to 1,S00 revolutions per minute at 1S,000 feet altitude with a speed of advance of 162
miles per hour (cf. fig. 22) it is necessary that its diameter shall be 10.54. This is kcrge for
practical purposes, but that fact need not concern us in the present theoretical discussion.

The densiky of the air at 30,000 fee~ be~~ 0.02866 pounds per cubic foot, equation (’21)
reduces to

The pitch of the propeller is 11.17

- The computation of the u, h’t
table.

~c(G) = 0.7561i/n3. (21’)

feet, and equations (24) and (25) become

,U=0.416,5 rzc, (24’)

~{t’= 1.446 X 10=@. ~25’)

curve for this altitude is summarized in the accompan~ing

TABLE 3.

“i -1-~tii~il~~

R.~“~ i R,~.& (?iti~]o.)~~~&, (Flg~16.)!~~nqz~~)~Cd 16-)&q#~}

—

6. THRUST HORSEPOWER AVAILABLE WITH VARIARLE PITCH PROPELLER.

There are two methods of drawing up cur_r-es for the reduced horsepower a_railable with
a variable pitch propelkw. The first and more accurpte method requires ~xperinental curves
for the torque coefficient and eflicienc-y at various Made settings, such as those given by 13urand
for propeI1er 96 in Report No. 30 of the Fourth &mual Report of the IVational Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics. The second method makes use of approximate empirical formulas
du~sto Miss) Bet.ts, Mettam, Bairstom-, and Co&s, and requires onIy a minimum of data regard-
ing the characteristics of the propeLIer at Lhe particular blade setting which gives maximum

eficiency.
Jfei!fiod I. .4 complete wf of curves for th e~i-ieney and torque coefic-ients af various Made

settings auailable.-–We assume that the propelIer is to be adjusted so that under au conditions
the engine is permitted to re~olve at the speed of maximum power. The diameter be~~ chosen,
lett it be required to draw up a graph of the reduced horsepower a~ailable as a function of the
reduced speed of advance for some definite altitude. Equations (21), (zl), and (25) still hoId,
but the propder setting and pitch for any gi Ten speed of advauce is unknown.

The method is as follows: The torque coefficient g. is computed from @l)- ‘l?he torque
coeficien~ & .as defiried b~ Durand, is related to gc by the equation

Qc=g:;,:&- (26)

(We assume thzt the a-raiIable data is in the form of cur-me for Qc and q as functions of T/(nZl)).
Q. is calculated from (2.6). Since Y/nL’ is a known quaut.iiy, the Qc curves (see Plate XIX,
Report No. 30, Fourth Annual Report of the National Advisory Committee for Aerommtics)
to~ethw with the value of QC for the given conditions fk the bIade setting. The propelIer

r
efficiency can then be detertied by interpolation from the ~J~D cur~es- (See Plate XEH,

Report No. 30.) Finally the reduced thrust horsepower avaiIable and the reduced speed of
advance can be computed from (M) and (13), respectively.
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Met7Lod11. Use of empirical forrmzdasfor thrust and to~que coe&”cnts.-The motlmd of
computation here briefly described is due to Miss A. D. Betts and H. A. Mettam.7 It k

the advantage over the method described aboTe thRt it requires a minimum of information
regarding the propeller. The only datrt needed are the absolute maximum of efficiency for tho
propeller, the experimental mem pitch corresponding to the maximum efficiency and the
torque coefficient eorresponclin~ to the maximum efficiency. .

The method is based on the following empirical formulas for the thrust coefficient, tho
torque coefficient, and the efficiency of any fi..ed blade propeller:

K,tO=~(l–a2), (27)

K&= 1.1042?–o.833a3, (~g)

Here tO is the thrust coefficient as defined b~7

tc=--g

(29)

(30)

TMiss A. D, Betts and II. A. Mettam, “ Empirical Form&e for aVariable Pitch Airscrew, with Applications to tha Prediction of Aeroplano
performance;’ British Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Reports and Memoranda, No. 474, February, 1919.
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~ and Kk me constants, while F (a) is defined by the equation

(31)

Figure 17 shows curves of F (a) am! ~qc.
The abo~e formtias hold for variable pitch propellers, if it be understood that Kt ancl K~

depend on the pitch. Let q~, Pm, and & ~ denote, respect.ivdy, the absolute maximum of

efficiency, the corresponding pitch, and the corresponding value of K~. 13etts and Mett~
have established approximate empirical relationships betwekn P/Pm and the ratios EJK~~

and q/q~, which we indicahe by the following equations:

n= hr(p/Pin) F(a). (33

Graphs of the empirically determined functions@ and ~ are shown on figure (18).

‘1 [111’’’” i I

I I

Hl+ii

~ 0..4 tlt Yt

0./

0.0,E“1
I

m

The function ~ maybe expressed by the formul~

L-et q.~ denote the torque coefEcient corresponding to the masimum efficiency. Since the

nm.ximum efficiency occurs when ~ G) k a rnatium, or when u k 0.725, it is easy to cdcd&te
K~~ from yc~. The substitution of 0.725 for a in (28) yields

When q~, Pm, and Xqm are ~ownl the determination of the curve for the reduced horse-

power available is comparatively str~~htforward. Assume a number of values of p. For
each, calcdate the -due of P/Pm and determine K~ with the aid of (32) and figure 1S. The
torque coefficients q. are calculated from equation (21), and th~ -dues ,of F(r) are taken from
the &qe curve of fi=yre 17. Equation (33) in conjunction with the graphs of ~ and F(c)

8An errcxin the paper of Befts and MeWm, k-c. cit., p. 11, states that &mq,== 1. As s mstter of ket, the prcduct Q?. fs equal to unity
when a is 0.5, which is not the point of mzcimtum ef%miency. .% Egum 1 of the Betts and Mettam report.

54 SS3---21----35
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yields the propeller efficiencies. The computation is completed with the application of (24) and
(25) to the determination of the values of u and k’t corresponding to the smwral assumed valum
of P.

EcampZe.—Let us compute a set of u, h’t curves for the Liberty engine with supercharger
as installed on the Le Pere, the propeller being of variable black angle, but o thorwise similar
to the propelkw of the problem of article 5. __

Our first task is to fix the values of -P~, ~~, and .t<~~. This can be done with the &id of the

information we already possess regarding the torque coefllcient and cffLciency of tho propelhw
of article 5, together with one additional assumption. Referring to the efflcicmcy curvw for

2.4

2.2

2.0

/.8

/.4

Y
/.2

/. u

u.&

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0 c12 0.4 0.6 C?8 1.0 /.2 (4 1.6 68
F>g. H. ‘% m

propelIer No. 96 (Plate XIII, Report No. 30), it will be observed that the maximum efficiency
of the propeller jncreases as the blade setting is advanced from its normal position until tho
pitch/diameteuratio (given by the intersection of the efficiency curve with the T7/(nil) axis)
reaches the value 1.3. This is in accord -with tjle general observation that the officioncy of
ftxed blacle propellers tenck to, increase with th~ pitch/diameter ratio at least up to values as
great as 1.2. We therefore assume that the efficiency of the variable pitch propWcr now under
consideration reaches its absolute maximum when the pitch/diameter ratio is 1.3.

Since the propeller diameter is 10.54 feet, the above assumption fixes the value of Pm as
13.7 feet. The maximum efficiency for the normal pitch (11 .17 feet) is 80.7 pm cent. Tho
corresponding values of P/P~ and f (P/F’J are 0.815 and 1.683,respectively. The value of
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FI’u) for maximum efficienc~ is 0..5S3. Hence. equation (33) can be sol-red for the absolute ma.si-
mum ~cienc..y ~.. It yields

0.807

‘m=o.5s3 .x1.6s3‘0”823.

Th~ constant K.m can be eduated in sirdar fashion. The torque coefficient gc for the

masiruum efficienc.v consistent with the normal pitch of 11.17 feet is 0.00743. (Cf. fig. 16.)
The correspordiu~ ~alue of KM, (Lo. 17) is 0.7S5. Hence G is 105.6 when the Pitch is 11.17
feet. Equation (~~) and @yre’lS {o-w yield the desired -due-of ~~.

Kqm=-=76.3.

The re.rnatider of the competition vdI be summarized for a sir@e
feet. Let it be assumed that the propeller is adjusted at dl speeds

altitmde only, viz, 30,000
of advance to allo-w the

engine to turn up to 1,S00 revolutions per minute. The horsepower absorbed ab 18,000 feet
wfll then be 253. (Fig. 10.) The density of the air is 0.02866 pounds per cubic foot. Hence
the torque coefficient qc for this aItifiude is 0.0070S (equation (2 1)). (24) reduces to the form ●

u=l.l16Pa.
while (25) unites with (33) to give

L’t = 0.00301 r F(a).

The rest of the calculation is condensed into TabIe 4.

~~B5~ ~.

(2.4”)

o.43s o. CH3zm L 15 I
.566 .002.31 ~.~ I
.5s3 .C02?M9.1.566 .CN12w10.78
. 52s . ma S2.36

—

7. TEIEOREXICAL PERFOR3WWCE CURVES FOR AIRPL.kNTE WITH SUPERCHARGING COMPRESSOR.

Figure 15 shows a complete set of curves for the reduced thrust horsepower a-raikble ac~
required for the propukion of the Le Pere two-seater ~~h~er in horizontal &&ht when equipped
with a turbine-driven supercharger and a flwd blade propeller. Figure 19 shows a similar set
of curves for the case where the prope~er is of -m.riable pifich. Figures ZO and 21 show curves
for tthe reduced thrust horsepower available and required for the same plane with il-~ed and
variable propeller blades, but without the supercharger. The blade form of the airscrew is

the same for alI fomr sets of mrmes.
The resulting horizontal f&ht speed and maximum chmb~~ speed curves, calculated in

the manner described at the end of article 4, are shown on figures %? and 23. The very greab
gain in ceil&~, and in the horizontal ilight speed and rate of climb at considerable altitudes,
due to supercharging e-ren without the variable pitch propeIIer, is the outstanding feature of
these charts. At sea level, to be sure, the horizordal tlight speed and the maximum climb~~
speed are reduced considerably by the use of the supercharger with a fixed blade propeLler,
but at an aItitude of a Iittle over 4,000 feet the supercharg~~ plane is on even terms -with the
nonsupercharg~~ plane, and at altitudes above 15,000 feefi the gain due to superchargbg is
enormous.
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The increase in the height of the ceiling due to the use of the variable pitch propcllrr is
small, particularly in the case of the supercharging job. It should be remcrnbercd in this

connection that the gain in ceiling due to the use of a variable pitch propeller depends essen-
tially on the particular fixed pitch propeller with which fihe comparison is made. ~i suitably
chosen fixed pitch propelIer (i. e.j an altitude propeller) -would give as high a ceiling as one of
variable pitch, but at the cost of sea level performance.

The chief advantage of the variable pitch airscrew for the supercharging military airplane
is in the great increase in climbing speed which it gives, especially for the first 18)000 feet.

I
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This gain in abilitv to climb is best studied, however, witk the aid of aItitude-time curvw,
“

which -will be discussed in the next article.

S. ALTITUDE-TIMECUR~ES FOR MAXIMUM RATE OF CLIMB.

Let z denote the altitude in feet, and let ~ denote the_time in minutes.
The theoretical prediction of an .aItitude-time curve for maximum climb

gration of the right-hand member of the equation

s‘&~.~o.——.,,VC(Z)
requires the intc-

(3G)

In the absence of a sunple mathematical formula for V. as a function of z, so~e method of
approximation must be resorted to in order to evaluate the above expression. It so lmppvns
that the maximum climbing ,speed curves are usually approximately rectilinear. Conscq~lcn@
a close approximation to the true curve for cIimbing speed can usually be obtained by means
of a broken line of two or three segments, drawn in by eye with a straight edge. In re~)lnring

the computed curve for maximum climbing speed by such a broken line it ShOUld be observed
that the smaller the value of V., the more important a small discrepancy in its mdue becomes.

The problem of determining the time-altitude curve is thus reduced to the ra~her simple
one of evaluating the right-hand member of (36) when the relation between Vc and z is giwm
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by a broken line. Let the segments be numbered (@. 23a) O, 1, 2, etc., and Iet the coordinates
of the end points of the rth segment. be z,, ( PC)=and ~tl, ( 17C)1~I. The equation of this segment
will then be

r.(z) = (rc)r+mr(z–zr), . (37)
where

( l’.),+l– (l-cl,)j~=
.%1–.+ .

(38)

F/@. 20 Rcduccd Speedof Advoncc -u -

Let r, denote the time corresponding to the a~titude z.. Then (36) yields

But evidently,

(39)

(40)

The addition of equations (39) and (40) gives the foIlow-@ simpk. expression for the time
required to reach an altitude z iu the T* segment.

(41)

—
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When the values of ~7care taken from the graph, it is easy to evaluate the right-hand mem-
ber of (41) if the number of segments is small.

Figure 24 shows approximate altitude-time curves obtained in the manner described ~buve

from the four maximum climbing speed curves of figure 23. In the e-valuation of the curves
for the supercharging airplane, broken lines of two segments only were used, while single straight
lines were employed for the other two cases. --

Comparison of the two altitude-time curves for the supercharging airplane shows Lhat the
plane with the variable pitch airscrew climbs 24,000 feet while that with the fixed blade pro-
peller climbs 20,000. Since the former plane would also be able to outmaneuver the latter
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completely at all altitudes below 15,000 feet, the prime importance of the ~ariable pitch air-
screw for fighting miliiary planes is evident. _

9. FUEL ECONOMY: COMMERCIALAPPLICATIONS.

-4irplane transportation will always be high speed tramportation, and tlw cwmmerri~l
aeronautical engineer will always be interested in horizontal fright speeds, but hc will always
have to consider the question of fuel economy at the same time. It is thcrcforu important to
discover to what extent the high speeds which the supercharger offers are to be obtained at
the cost of fuel waste,

Figure 25 shows theoretical curves for the relative fuel economy (relativc distance traversed
per pound of fuel) of the LePere plane equipped with the four diffment propelling plmts dis-
cussed in the preceding articles. These curves were worked out with the aid of the graphs of .
figures 13 and 22. The computation was based on the assumption that the engine is wide
open at all altitudes, and that the carburetor is adjusted for maximum power. The small
variation in the fuel consumption of the engine with speed at sea level was neglected,
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The graphs on figure 25 emphasize the fact that the prime controlbg factor in determining
the fuel economy is the angle of attack of the plane. The fueI economy is proportiomd to the
product of the Iift over drag ratio of the airplane, the efficiency of the propeller, and the recip-
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rocal of the specific fuel consumption of the en@e. As the airpIane climbs to greater snd

greater altitudes, the angle of attack becomes Iarger and larger, and the increase in the lift
over drag ratio causes a decided increase in the fuel economy in spite of the steadily increasing
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fuel consumption of the engine per brake horsepower hour. The varist.ion in the proprllm
efficiency plays a relatively small part in the variation of the ovw-all fuel economy.

The lift over drag ratio has practically the same -value at the ceiling for all cases, and
consequently the difference between the maximum fuel economy for the plane without the
supercharger, and with the supercharger, is due entirely to the clifferences in the mechanical
etkkiencies of the engines and in the propellers for the two cases. $ The somewhat higher

maximum fuel economy which the graphs indicate for the supercharging mrangement is due
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primarily to the fact that the power output near the ceiling, and hence the mechanical cff~ciency,
is greater when the compressor is used.

As already stated, the curves of figure 25 are basecl on the assumption that the engine is
wide open at all times. It is to be understood that fuel economy can bc gained at any altitude
below that of the ceiling at the expense of speed by throttling the engino or slowing down
the compressor.

While the supercharging installation considered thus far is excellent for a milit .wy fight ing
plane, it very much overpowers the machine for commercial or military transportation. It is

9Here we neglect the fuel losses due to poor carburetion %rrddistribution which must commonly occur without the oomprassor as a result of
the very Imvintaketemperatue atgreat altitudes.

,,
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therefore desirable, in conclusion, to consider an instalkition adapted to the transportation of a
load at a moderate speed with as great a fuel economy ae possible.

In order to obtain an absoIufie maximum of fuel economy, the engtie shotid ~i~e the a~-
pkme at its most economieal angle of attack whfle de-r-eloping as large a percentage as possible
of its sea level power, or mean effective pressure. Obviously this means that the most economi-
cal way to fly is near the ground -with an engine which is barely able to lift the plane, but to
obtain m~ximum economy in this m~er wotid ~~o~~e a large 10SSof speed, for the horizontal
flight speed at an-y given angle of attack is inversely proportional to the square root. of the air
density>” To obtaiu maximum economy with a given plane and -wing loading without sacri-
ficing speed, the plane should operate at as great an altitude as is practicable.

The device of feeding warm compressed ajr from t,h~ supercharger to the atiators -ri-ilIin
all probability make it possible to operate airplanes in the future at much greater altitudes
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that at present. There will be a practical upper limit in any case, ho~e~~, and we maY, for
the purposes of argument, set it at 25,000 feet. In order to see what the red commercial
ad-rant age of the supercharg~a compresor is, we fiheref ore compare the weights and fuel
economies of two engines developing equal power at Z5,000 feet, one with the supercharger,
the other without.

Let us assume that an airplane ~, having the same lift and drag coefficients and the same
wing loading as the Lie Pere two-seater fighter, but larger and heavier, is to be driven with a
horizontal flight speed of 120 miles an hour at 25,000 feet by the Liberty e~~e ~th super-
charging compressor “ all out.” ‘,’ The cuve for the reduced thrust ho~epower required (fig. 26)

is the same as for the Le Pere. The ordinates of the new cur-res for the reduced thrush horse-
power a~aiIable are to be obtained from ihose of figure 1S (assuming a fixed blade propeller)
through multiplication by the ratio of the w~~ht of the Le Pere to the @eight of ~. The reduced

IQCompare equations (13)and (15), which combiie to give Y=
m“

The speed of advance for any gi~en pkne end angle of attack

c!8nnot be increased by inerwzing the wing lo~dingona~mt of the necessity for preseming a mxkate Ianding speed.
~ The compmison WORMIMe~~e@fafly tha same if the engines were assumed to operate partially thmttk d at 25,@0feet.

.
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speed of advance corresponding to 120 mfies an hour at 25,000 feet is 7.45. The corresponding
reduced horsepower required is 0.0227. But the reduced horsepower available for the SMIIO
propelling plant when installed on the Le Pere is 0.0455. (Fig. 18,) Hence tho ratio of tho
weight of -A to the weight of the Le Pere is 0.04 fj5/O.0277, or 2.005. The weight of the Le Pcro
with the supercharger being 3,770 pounds, the weight of -A works out to be 7,56o pounds, Thti
reduced thrust horsepower available for the nonsuprwcharging Liberty engino when inst ailed on
a plane weighing 3,650 pounds is 0.0175 pounds at the speed and altitmde in qumtion, (cf.
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fig.20,) Hence the reduced horsepower avaiIable for the rionsupercharging engino on piano A
would be 0.0175 x 3650/7560, or 0.00844. This is 1/2.69 times the reduced horsepower raquirod.
Calling the nominal power of the Liberty engine 400, it is evident that the nominal pmvor of a
supercharging engine, capable of driving this plane at the assumed speed of 120 miIos fin hour at
25,000 feet, would be 400 x 2,69, or 1,075 horsepower. This comparison is somewhat-unfair to
the nonsupercharging engine, however, since the propellers assumed would mako the engino
speeds 1,670 revolutions per minute arid 1~570 revolution per minute for the supercharging
and nonsupercharging cases, respectively. Assuming the same speed for both (at 25,000 feet),
the nominal horsepower of the required nonsupercharging engine would be a triflo ovm 1,025.
Thus the use of the compressor would increase the carrying capacity of plane ~ by an, amount
equal to the difference between the weight of a 1,000honepower engine and th~t of &400 horso-
po?ver engirm, minus 100 pounds, ‘the weight of the turbine and compressor. This may bo

roughly estimated at from 900 to 1,000 pounds.
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At the same, time the cu.mes of figure 13 show &hat the no~upercharging qjne vdl use
33 per cent more fuel per brake horsepower hour, and per mile. The one drawback of the
small en=gine and supercharger as. compared with the large ena~e -irouId be in the exeesively
1OW-climbing speed at sea Iev-el. This -works oufi to be 257 feefi per minute as compared -ii%h
~ 145 feet per minute for the 1,000 horsepower engine.-> L varizbIe pitch propeller would
increase the sea-le~el climbing speed for the smaller er@ne and compressor to 563 feet per
minute (a gain of 119 per cent) and the horizontal flight speeci at sea level from 92 miles an
hour to 105 mikx an hour. This ability to more than double the sea-le~el cIimbing speed of a
heavy plane with a l@h-pow-er Ioading w-ould be of great use in getting the machine off the
ground and points to an important commercial application of the mrizble pitch propeIler.

The fuel comumption per tie for the same airpIane operating at sea level with a speed of
120 miles am hour would be 62 per cen~ greater khan at 25,000 feet with the supercharatig
compressor.

It may be observed in conclusion that on account of the meagerness of the data availabIe,
the probable error in~olmd in the present estimate of the performance of an airplane equipped
with an en@e and supercharging compressor is considerable. The calculated gains are so
large, howe-rer, that there can be little doubt of the great value of the compr~or both for
military and commercial purposes.

.
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APPENDIX

IOL

NOTE ON THE CORRECTION OF THE PROPELLER THRUST COEF’FWIENT CURVE FOR THE SLIP

STREAM RESISTA-FWE.

Bairstow and Coak (British Ady isory Committee for Aeronautics, Reports and Memor-
anda 474) have shown on the bzsis of an empiricaI formula for the resis fiance of the pw%s of an
airphme in the slip stream, that it is possible to correct for the extra head resis fiance due to the
slip stream effect by mereIy scalirg down fihe thrust coefficient curve by a constant factor. In
the folIowing treatment of the slip stream eff~ct (cf. note 6, part 2 of this report) the writer
emplo.ys Ilr. Winner’s theoret.ieaI expression for the slip stream velocity 1 to derive a theoretical
eqn-ession for the effective thrust coefficient. lt turns out that the correction factor is nob
quite constant, but is nearly so for a consierabIe r~~e of -rakes of V/rip.

Let Rs = resistzmce of portion of machine in slip stream;
R = resistance of portion outside slip stream;
R’= resistance which the entire machine would hwve iE the slip stream velocity were

equal to the speed of advance;
~’== slip stream velocity in feet per second,

Substituting R +-R. for X in equation &j (part. 2), we obtain

where 1. is au eady calculable coefficient, and

Combining (b) and (c) with (a), we obtain

‘-’%HG’F’l=R’+y’m’

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The lef hhznd member is equal to the thrust which would be required if there -were no sfip
stream effect, and can properIy be called the ejlective thrust. We denote it by the symbol T’
thus :

“=T-7+[(W0 (e)

The substitution of the vake of Tin terms of the torque coefficient (equakion 30, part .2)
yields

“=p%k%w(w-’l]
Let

(f)

555
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By c1efil~it,kn, tb~ torque coefficient is a quanti~y- which, when muki@ied by p~z~i[~, gi?es

tho true thrust. But when t’. is multiplied by .on’D’/g, it gives the effeotive thrust. Hence t’,
plays the part of an Mective thrust coefikient. It remains to show thzt /’. like t. is a function
of o only, for a given propeller and airplane.

Warner’s momentum formula for the slip stream velocity is

T= 0.636 :112VJVN- 17),

or
7&n2D’= 0.636 Vg (V. – V).

(h) is easily thrown into the form

w’)=&(9’
Sol ving for V’,/P’, we obtain

(h)

(i)

(j)

Since tO is a function of r, it is evident that ~S/ ~, and therefore t’C~is a function of a.
Equations (j) and (g) can be used for the evaluation of t’. when the relationship between t.ml

a is known.
If the eflectlve value of the thrust coefficient T. as defined I)y the equation

is desired, equation (g) should be replaced by

(k)

(1)

Through the range of values of u which are ysed in practice, the velocity r~tk ~“,/1“ is
generally less than 1.5, and consequently the following approximation should be use fu1.
Treating (V,/ V-1 )/2 as a quantity small in compwtison with unity, we can write:

(.Approx.)

v()Substituting this value for $ 2 – 1 into (g), we obtain

t’o=fo(1–3.15 & /D’). (m)

T_hus to-a first rough approximation, the eflecti~’o to~que coefficient can be obtained from the
true torque coefficient through multiplication by a constant correction factor.

Since the shove approximate expression for (V./ V)’ – 1 is somewhat too large for all values
of V,/ V, better results are obtained by reducing the coefficie~b of &fD2 in (m) to the value 2.9.
Thus

i.’=t. (1 –2.9 k,/D2). (m’)

This equation also holds if T: and To are substituted fort: and t,, respectively,
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TIM accompany~o table shows the percentage error in the correction to tihe thrust and
thrust coefficient for mrious values of a due to the abo~e approximation, as computed for the
propeller of figure 16. The percentage error in the thrust coefficient itself would, of course, be
much smalIer.

The effective efficiency of the propeller for any value of u, or of V/(nD), is decreased in th[~
same ratio as Lhe corresponding thrust coefficient.

SUMMARY OF NOTATIO2J

Z= brake horsepower of e@ne.
Ht = thrust horsepower of propeller.

FOR. PART 2.

U, V= speed of adv~nce in ~le~ per hour and feet per second, respectively
T’. =masimum climbing speed in feet per minute.

P = densit~ of air in pounds per cubic foot.
d= relative density of air.
8= radiator area.
t= atmospheric temperature (Fahrenheit).
f’=mean temperature of wzter in radiator.
a= angle of attack.
0= angle of climb.
g= acceleration of gravity.

Y= total ML of airplane in pounds.
X = total drag of airplane in pounds.
T= propeller thrush in pounds.
W’=weight of airplane in pounds.
A = wing areri in square feet.
w= wing Ioadtig in pounds per square foot.

KY(a) = lift coef%cient for entire machine.
K=(a) = drag coefficient for entire machine.

kt = reduced thrust horsepower required. (Cf. Equation (12).)
1~’= reduced thrust horsepower avaiIabIe. (Cf. Equation (18).)

u = reduced speed of advance. (Cf. Equation (13).)
71= prop eIler speed in revoluttions per second.
D = propeller diameter in feet.
~ =propeIIer ex-perimental mean pitch in feet.
T= prop eLler efficiency.

Q= propeLIer torque in pounds-feet.
q,= torque coefficient as defined by equation (2o).

Q.= torque coefficient as defined by equa~ion (26).
te = thrust coficient as defined by equation (SO).
5 = I-j’(nP).

fi”~,h“,= constants defined by eqllations (27) and (2S).
F(a) =fmiction deiined by equation (31).
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P (~/~~), r (~/~~) = functions defined by the graphs of figure (18).
~= time of climb in minutes.
z = altitude in feet.

~~~= slip stream velocity, in feet per second. ,
R= resistance of portion of plane outside slip stream,

R.= resistance of portion of pkme in slip stream.
R’= resistance which entire machine would have if slip stream velocity were

equal to ~.
E,= constant defined by (c) (AppendL~),
T’= effective thrust.
L’= effective thrust coefficient.


